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The environment of the majority of the Latter-day Saints is favorable. Many live in mountain valleys where
the climate is invigorating, the water pure, and in the larger centers the care of conscientious medical
personnel and Boards of Health is available. In addition they possess a religion or life philosophy which not
only answers the deep questions of life and keeps them spiritually active, but which also tends to make them
socially equal and economically secureâ€”all of which make for contentment in life and peace with fellow
humans and God. Such a condition of mind is always conducive to physical health and well-being. It may be
asked, however, why, under such a healthful environment, the percentage of deaths from the diseases
enumerated should be even as high as shown in the above table. The answer is obvious. It is evident that
people of the Church are not observing fully all the factors of health as given in the Word of Wisdom, else
they would have an even greater immunity from all diseases. One can not say that to refrain from smoking and
from drinking tea, coffee or alcohol is to keep fully the Word of Wisdom. That is a big step toward
maintaining health but it is not full obedience to the law. It must not be overlooked that the mistakes of living
have a cumulative effect. Daily errors may not be noticed at the time they are committed but they finally break
down the resistance of the body and allow disease to take possession. The errors of youth must often be paid
for in later years. Therefore, those who have disobeyed the laws of health in childhood and youth, whether
ignorantly or willfully, must seek with redoubled care, to preserve their health during maturity. Likewise, to
make most certain of a joyous life, obedience to the laws of health must begin with the mother before the child
is born and continue throughout life. Men may break the laws of health for years yet seem to feel no ill effects,
but sooner or later the penalty must be paid by them and too often by their progeny. Nature has no favorites.
That to which the taste is accustomed often creates an imperative desire. Therefore, many fail to observe any
substantial portion of the Word of Wisdom, and others observe it only in part. There can be no progress except
as the will is directed towards obedience to law. The results already attained, as shown in the preceding tables
indicate that greater health may be secured by observing this divine law. In consequence of evils and designs
which do and will exist in the hearts of conspiring men in the last days, I have warned you, and forewarn you,
by giving unto you this word of wisdom by revelation 5 That inasmuch as any man drinketh wine or strong
drink among you, behold it is not good, neither meet in the sight of your Father, only in assembling yourselves
together to offer up your sacraments before him. Widtsoe and Leah D. Widtsoe, The Word of Wisdom: A
Modern Interpretation, rev. Deseret Book, ,4. Deseret Book, , The Word of Wisdom was originally given as a
revelation and not a commandment on February 27, This proposal was unanimously upheld by the
membership of the Church. Disease, fevers, and unexpected deaths are some of the consequences directly
related to disobedience. But what needs additional emphasis are the positive aspects.. Nelson in an October
general conference address. Remarkable as your body is, its prime purpose is of even greater importanceâ€”to
serve as tenement for your spirit.. As you prayerfully develop self-mastery, desires of the flesh may be
subdued. What can happen as a result? What more could you possibly ask for? The price is certainly right. In
Asian countries, obesity is nearly unknown. In those countries the average diet consists of exactly what the
Lord has revealed in the Word of Wisdom. The Asians who remain slim for an entire lifetime live on a diet
consisting mostly of rice, wheat, potatoes, corn, and other starchy vegetables. They shun greasy, fatty flesh
and animal milk products. What happens when they move to America and adopt our eating habits? They get
fat like many native Americans. Remember, a medium potato is only 80 calories; a large potato is only
calories; and a cup of brown rice is only about calories. What makes you fat is the animal food you ladle on:
Standard American Dietâ€”Hazardous to Health The standard American diet is made up mainly of animal
food loaded with cholesterol and fats, as well as too many salts, sugars, super-refined foods, food additives,
added vegetable fats, concentrated chemical poisons, and drugs from animal products. A large proportion of
American adults are overweight and suffering from unnecessary degenerative diseases. This part of the
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revelation is certainly of great value and must be followed closely, not only for the sake of good health but for
the moral issues involved. But the positive portion of the Word of Wisdom found in verses needs to be
followed just as closely if we hope to enjoy the best possible health. We find it in Doctrine and Covenants
This would include fish which is defined in the dictionary as an aquatic animal. But what about protein?
Animal food is not the best source of protein, carbohydrate, and fat in the right proportions for energy and
health. The best possible food sources for protein are grains, vegetables, and fruits in an unrefined, minimally
processed form. Accurate estimates of adult human protein needs show that as little as 2. This small amount of
protein equals about 20 gramsâ€”two-thirds of an ounceâ€”for an adult man. The World Health Organization
WHO has established a higher minimum daily requirement for protein, at about five percent of the daily
caloric intake. Studies show that many populations have lived in excellent health on less than 5 percent
protein. The WHO has set pregnancy protein requirements at 6 percent, and lactation requirements at 6. What
does that mean in real terms? A working man eating 3, calories a day at 5 percent protein needs only of those
calories as protein. With each gram of protein amounting to 4 calories, this would represent only 37 grams of
protein. The average woman who consumes 2, calories daily needs only 29 grams of protein, according to
WHO. These minimum requirements provide a large margin of safety in the event some people might have
greater protein needs. This small quantity of protein is almost impossible to avoid if you eat enough food to
satisfy your hunger. Experimental studies show that protein levels commonly consumed by Americans 90
grams and moreâ€”over 15 percent of the calories will cause more calcium to be lost from the body than can
be absorbed from the gut, even when the person is consuming very high levels of calcium. This is why
populations around the world that eat rich diets loaded with animal proteins as in the United States, England,
Israel, Finland, Sweden, etc. Plant food supplies plenty of protein. For example, 3, calories of white potatoes
alone provide 80 grams of excellent protein; the same amount of rice would supply 60 grams of quality
protein. The building blocks of proteins are the amino acids. Varied combinations among the twenty or so
amino acids form the proteins found in humans and all other living creatures. All sources of unprocessed
foods, including animal flesh, meat, fish, chicken, and all plants, contain all twenty or so amino acids.
However, the amount of each amino acid that is present varies in different foods. Humans and animals can
synthesize some of the needed amino acids, but others must be obtained from food. The amino acids that
cannot be synthesized and which must be obtained from food are known as essential amino acids; humans
require only eight, or possibly nine essential amino acids. Plants provide all twenty or so amino acids,
including the eight or nine essential ones we need. Scientific studies over the past forty years clearly
demonstrate that a starch-centered diet supplemented with additional vegetables and fruits supplies humans
with an excellent protein source and the foundation for the best possible nutrition. This misconception dates
back to , when Osborn and Mendel studied the protein requirements of rats. This early study was later proved
dead wrong. Nearly forty years have gone by since this early study was proved false, and yet this gross error is
still being perpetuated. As a result, people continue to eat huge amounts of animal flesh and animal
by-products, defending themselves on a false premise. Our nutritional needs are a lot different from rats. Many
scientists now agree that this excessive protein intake throughout life is responsible for epidemic osteoporosis
in countries where dairy products and animals are the major source of calories. Many other researchers have
measured the capacity of plant foods to satisfy protein needs. The results of these studies show that strong,
healthy children and adults thrive on diets based on single or combined starches. It is important to know that
any single starch, such as potatoes, brown rice, corn, beans, or grains, in its unprocessed form can supply all
the needed energy and essential amino acid requirements. Few of us would be bothered by minor, yet painful,
diseases such as diverticulitis, hiatus hernia, appendicitis, gallstones, hemorrhoids, kidney stones, varicose
veins, and constipation, which are associated with the low-fiber, high-fat, cholesterol-laden animal food we
eat. The Chinese are a prime example. In China, people eat approximately 80 percent complex carbohydrates,
10 percent fat, and 10 percent protein, the very combination contained in a variety of grains, vegetables, and
fruits. The Chinese people eat very little flesh or animal food of any kind, and dairy products are virtually
unknown. The main source of calories in most of China is starchesâ€”rice, potatoes, beans, corn, wheat,
barley, oats, and other grains, supplemented with vegetables and fruits. In addition we eat from to milligrams
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of cholesterol a day, all of which comes from animal flesh and other animal products. The majority of our
calories come from animal flesh meat, fish, and fowl , other animal foods milk, cheese, ice cream, cottage
cheese, sour cream, butter, eggs, and so on , and added vegetable fats. Animal foods contain no fiber, which is
absolutely necessary to maintain proper health. Animal foods are the only foods that contain cholesterol,
which is the basic cause of atherosclerosis, the destruction of the inner lining of the arteries and blood vessels.
Atherosclerosis leads to heart attacks, strokes, aneurysms, kidney diseases, and many other degenerative
conditions. Is it any wonder why so few of us are within the ideal weight range? We are eating the wrong
foodâ€”rich animal food and added fats, both vegetable and animal. Too many people blame sugar. The
average American eats pounds of sugar each year.
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You can try out the full plan or simply take some of your favourite recipes and incorporate them into the diet
you have now. Pass On The Processed. When you do need processed options, look for choices with
recognizable, whole food ingredients. Aim for 2 litres a day. Be sure to consult with a medical professional
before changing your diet or fitness regime! Frittatas are a perfect way to start your day with veggies and
protein. Another plus about frittatas? Looking for a recipe? Making a simple burrito is a great way to have a
simple healthy lunch filled with protein and fiber. All you need to do is fill a whole grain tortilla with beans,
spinach leafs, and a small amount of cheese and heat in the microwave. Garnish with as much salsa as you
like, but be sure to check that your salsa choice has no added sugars. Southwestern Stuffed Spaghetti Squash.
Spaghetti squash is a great, antioxidant packed alternative to the refined carbs found in most conventional
pastas. Prepare this healthy and tasty stuffed spaghetti squash for a complete meal in one dish. Imagine
waking up and having a nutritious breakfast ready for you. Imagine no longer with these delicious and
nutritious overnight oats. Skip the carb loaded bread and effortlessly add extra greens to your lunch by
skipping the bread on your favorite sandwich in favor of wrapping up your sandwich in large lettuce leaves.
Salmon is loaded with healthy benefits for your heart and brain. Aim to have it once a week. This recipe
makes it easy to do: As an added bonus your veggie sides are cooked right alongside the salmon! Fruit and
Veggie Chips. Thinly slice apples, bananas, and sweet potatoes and bake at degrees until crispy. Top a piece
of whole grain toast with thinly sliced avocado and an egg cooked however you prefer. This satisfying
breakfast has everything you need to keep you going all morning. Ditch the sugary kids version of a peanut
butter and jelly in favor of this tasty grown up alternative. Spread your favorite peanut butter or nut butter
check to make sure it has no added sugars! Enjoy a side of kale chips. Looking to mix it up from traditional
burgers? Try these tasty and healthy turkey burgers. Use thick slices of tomato or large leaves of lettuce in lieu
of bun. Top with leftover avocado from breakfast and serve with a side of oven baked sweet potato fries.
Sweet Potato Fries Recipe: Green smoothies are an awesome way to set the day for a day full of healthy
eating. Pack a small portion of several choices like roasted nuts, steamed veggies, boiled eggs, cheese, and
fruit in separate compartments for a fun and healthy lunch. Think steak is off limits in a healthy diet? Lean
cuts of beef can provide much needed iron and vitamins. With plenty of veggies, these kabobs are a great
choice: A small baked potato drizzled with olive oil is perfect. Slice up your favorite fruits and dip them
fondue style in plain yogurt swirled with a teaspoon of honey and cinnamon to taste for a fun and easy snack
full of antioxidants! Somewhat unconventional for breakfast, but this filling, protein packed breakfast will
keep you going without weighing you down. Pit an avocado and fill with canned wild caught tuna. Sprinkle
with salt and pepper and a squeeze of lemon juice. Enjoy with an apple on the side. This flavorful Greek salad
has it all. Top with grilled chicken for added protein. Layer plain Greek yogurt with berries and toasted oats
for a breakfast that tastes like a dessert, but fuels you up! Use leftovers from your salad last night to fill half a
whole grain tortilla for an easy and tasty lunch. Using riced cauliflower instead of rice is a perfect way to cut
carbs and calories and sneak in an extra serving of veggies! Cauliflower Fried Rice Recipe: Toss in sauteed
shrimp to add protein. Split a banana in half length wise and spread with your favorite nut butter, unsweetened
coconut flakes, and dark chocolate chips. Tastes decadent, but loaded with nutrition! Fill a whole grain or
gluten free tortilla with loads of spinach, slices of avocado, and a sprinkle of cheese. Looking for a meatless
meal that still provides plenty of protein? Cheesy Mushroom Broccoli Quinoa Casserole: Try these yummy
bites as a snack or a protein packed dessert. Make a large batch to have these around all week! Salad in a Jar.
Add olive oil and vinegar before eating. These lettuce wrapped tacos are a terrific choice for your next taco
night! Lettuce Wrapped Chicken Tacos Recipe: Spread a thin layer of cream cheese on a toasted whole wheat
or low carb tortilla and top with whatever fresh or frozen fruits you have around. A complete breakfast in a
convenient muffin tin! Follow this recipe, but add in your favorite chopped veggies. Copy this popular
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restaurant menu item by layering beans, lettuce, chopped tomatoes, sliced chicken, salsa and avocado to create
a burrito bowl at your own house. Go sparingly on the cheese and brown rice, or omit them entirely if calories
are a concern. Hummus and Raw Veggies. Protein, healthy fat, fiber, antioxidantsâ€¦this snack has it all. Make
your own hummus or use store bought, but either way make sure you insisting on quality ingredients. New and
Improved Chicken Salad. Use your favorite chicken salad recipe, but cut out the mayo and replace it with
avocado instead. Fill celery stalks with the chicken salad for a crunch. Grapes make a terrific side! Sweet
Potato Crusted Quiche. Take away the unhealthy crust found on most quiches and you actually have a healthy
option filled with veggies and proteins. These sweet potatoes add fiber, vitamins and loads of flavor.
Strawberries are a perfect dessert to end your meal! Make your own by combining equal parts walnuts and
unsweetened dried fruits. Stack slices of cucumbers with lean deli meat, chicken salad, or tuna for a sandwich
with a crunch. Use mustard and hummus for condiments. Use whole grain bread toasted in place of croutons.
Part treat, part snack, all healthy. Everyone is sure to love these flourless muffins http: The almond flour used
in these muffins cuts the carbs and makes them far more filling than ordinary muffins. These also freeze
beautifully! As the flavors blend, it may just be better than the night before! Kale Chips and Salsa. Kale chips
are all the rage for good reason. They are a super food combined with all the goodness of chips! Add even
more flavor and antioxidants by dipping them in salsa! Green smoothies get to be the star of the smoothie
world, but this beet and berry smoothie will give them some stiff competition also perfect for anyone who is
apprehensive of the green smoothie! Pizza becomes even easier when you top a slice of nitrate-free deli meat
with marinara, veggies, and cheese. Just microwave to cook. Enjoy extra veggies to complete your meal. All
of these ingredients are easy to keep on hand at home or in the office at any time. Sprinkle with cinnamon for
extra flavor and antioxidants! Consider this bowl the counterpart to the savory breakfast bowl you had earlier
in the plan. Microwave or bake a small sweet potato and top with black beans, broccoli, sliced chicken, and
olive oil for a lunch that will be the envy of everyone around you.
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There is also a chart that compares Nugenix with other male enhancement reviews an explanation as to how
the body benefits from higher levels of hormones. If they decide to keep it, they are then enrolled in the
monthly shipping program to continue receiving the product automatically. All purchases have a day money
back guarantee. Who is the Manufacturer of Nugenix? The answer provided by Nugenix manufacture is:
Nugenix is manufactured by Direct Digital; one of the key players in the field of wellness and nutritional. It is
then sold via many retail outlets and local stores. On their official website, there are free trials. Nugenix
Testosterone Booster a product that delivers required results through utilizing the following ingredients:
Testofen â€” Testofen [1] is an ingredient that is in form of fenugreek and it contains about fifty percent of
fenuside to help in increasing the quantities of male hormones. This will help in boosting your sexual urge and
libido for you to enjoy and get satisfied sexually. L-citrulline Malate â€” This is a constituent that is known to
help in boosting the smooth blood flow which is significant in helping you achieve and maintain hard, bigger
and long-lasting erections. This will help you have quality sexual intercourse that ensures that you and your
partner are fully satisfied. Vitamins 12 and B6 â€” These are used to regulate your nervous system so that you
feel better and perform well. They are meant to fight tiredness for you to remain energetic throughout the
sexual activity and also help in increasing the production of the red cell as well as boosting your general male
health. The male hormone is essential for a healthy, active sex life, creation of lean muscle and in raising
energy levels. This male enhancement supplement uses natural ingredients that are non-stimulating and safe.
The key active ingredient used in the formula is Testofen. It is combined with L-Citrulline Malate, which has
proven successful in increasing the blood flow, which is vital for achieving and maintaining a strong and
long-lasting erection. Zinc is included in the blend for cell repair and DNA production, while Vitamins B6 and
12 help regulate the nervous system, fight fatigue and increase red cell production, all essential to overall male
health. Nugenix should be taken at a dose of 3 capsules per day and will have a cumulative effect in the
system, becoming more potent over time. What are the Advantages of Nugenix? Key ingredients are listed and
explained A 14 day free sample is provided The product is award-winning Nugenix does not contain
stimulants What are the Disadvantages of Nugenix? Although Nugenix is had natural ingredients, it may
contain various side effects. These include having a stomach upset, nasal congestion and facial swelling. The
user may also experience bloating, gas, and recurrent diarrhea. Is Nugenix safe to use? Nugenix is the
testosterone booster for men that appears to be completely safe for consumption, working naturally within the
body to raise levels of hormones with no harmful side effects. However, research especially from customer
reviews and determine the general effect on users. How fast will Nugenix work for me? The manufacturer
recommends using Nugenix for eight weeks to see an improvement. They also advise combining the
supplement with strength training for best results. Will Nugenix create a problem with my other medication?
If you use any medication, you should consult with a medical professional before you start using Nugenix.
This is also advised if you are sensitive or allergic to salicylates, or have a serious medical condition. How
Should You Take Nugenix? You should take three capsules of the supplement every day and they should be
taken at the same time. On the days when you plan to work out, you can take it minutes before the exercise. If
you do not plan to exercise that day, you can take it in the morning on an empty stomach. The manufacturer
emphasizes that increasing the dosage by capsules per day will still keep you in the safe tolerance zone,
although the recommended amount is three pills. Does it provide a money back guarantee? Yes, the
manufacturer offers a day money back guarantee for the product. Are the testimonials real? The manufacturer
claims that the testimonials are real and there is an option for anyone to submit a review through the official
website. Nugenix Reviews â€” Final Verdict The use of male hormone supplements has been the subject of
controversy over the years and, indeed, there is evidence to show that certain products do carry some health
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risks. Nugenix reviews show that this product is not a remedy for erectile dysfunction, the fact that it contains
blood flow-enhancing ingredients does indicate it may allow the user to achieve an erection and maintain an
erection while increasing overall sexual desire. However, consumers should certainly take advantage of the
free sample on offer. Male enhancement supplements should be based on four key factors: Our Top Male
Enhancement Choices 1.
4: FOC: (14) Day Habilitation | Department of Health | State of Louisiana
Try our new marketplace! It has a wider selection of products, easy-to find store events, and amazing rare and
collectible treasures. Fun new features like staff reviews will help you discover your next great find.

5: Full 14 Day Flat Belly Healthy Eating Meal Plan!
Earl Updike is the author of Fourteen Days to New Vigor and Health ( avg rating, 3 ratings, 1 review, published ).

6: The Mormon Diet A Word Of Wisdom: 14 Days To New Vigor And Health by Earl F. Updike
The Mormon diet: a Word of Wisdom: 14 days to new vigor and health by Earl F. Updike starting at $ The Mormon diet:
a Word of Wisdom: 14 days to new vigor and health has 0 available edition to buy at Alibris.

7: New MODERE VIGOR capsules ANTI-AGING Free Shipping! | eBay
Get this from a library! The Mormon diet: a Word of Wisdom: 14 days to new vigor and health. [Earl F Updike].

8: Earl Updike (Author of Fourteen Days to New Vigor and Health)
The Mormon Diet A Word Of Wisdom has 9 ratings and 1 review. Malissa said: This was good info, just a bit outdated. I
didn't finish because I found a mor.

9: Alan Dershowitz on George Papadopoulos' day sentence | On Air Videos | Fox News
Spine title: 14 days to new vigor and health Includes bibliographical references (p. ) and indexes.
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